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Last week Vincent did his maiden presentation while Peter gave us very
biased opinion about Scotland.
Scotland Both were excellent talks and we learnt a lot
about France and Scotland and Vincent and Peter.
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Waitakere Rotary have reached a significant milestone in hosting Victor.
In the 44 years of our Club's existence Victor is the 30th International Youth Exchange
student that we have hosted.
A list of our students, with dates, photos and known hosts is available on our website at
http://www.rotarywaitakere.org.nz/our-projects/youth/iye
projects/youth/iye
We are currently missing nine photos off the students - and names of numerous hosts. If
you can help with this contact Heather - Phone: (09) 8109 589 mobile: 0274 719 569
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Dear Rotarian,
Bom dia! You’re invited to the 2015 Rotary International

Convention in São Paulo, Brazil.

If you haven’t already heard, the convention dates have

changed. The fun now begins one day earlier on Saturday,

6 June and continues through Tuesday, 9 June 2015. Plan

now to enjoy the Rotary Carnival at Anhembi Parque following the opening plenary on
Saturday.

São Paulo offers all the excitement and activities of a world-class city, along with

diverse neighbourhoods filled with ethnic restaurants, art galleries, and trendy bars –
the perfect backdrop for connecting with Rotary members from around the world.

For those wanting to learn more about the Brazilian culture, music, and cuisine, the

Host Committee has planned exciting events including the Rotary Carnival, concerts

featuring renowned Brazilian performers, and bookings for fine restaurants every night
of the convention.

Remember to check out our web site: www.rotarywaitakere.org.nz for up to date news
and upcoming events (just click on the ‘Calendar’ …)
Please advise Heather if you will not be attending on Wednesday (or if you’re bringing a
guest) apology@details.co.nz by Monday evening please. Members not tending
their apology will be charged for a meal. And for those who enjoy the personal
touch you can phone Heather on – 8109580 or 0274719569
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